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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Some have called it the most crucial campaign of the Second 
World War. It was not fought on the ground with tanks and 
artillery. It was the Battle of the Atlantic, pitting the German 
wolfpacks versus the allied convoy system. upon the result of the 
campaign hung the fate of Great Britain, and, by extension, the 
Allied cause in Europe.

Atlantic Wolves is a solitaire game based on this important 
World War II naval campaign. It covers the decisive part of the 
campaign, August 1942 to May 1943. The player, assuming the 
role of Admiral Karl Doenitz, controls the German Kriegsmarine 
and tries to achieve victory against the Allies, played by the  
game system.

2.0 COMPONENTS
Atlantic Wolves comes with an 22" × 17" inch map, a sheet 
of counters, a deck of Event cards, a Tally sheet, a charts and  
tables sheet, and these rules. you will also need a six-sided die  
and a pencil.

2.1 Counters
Counters in the game represent German u-Boats, “Milch Cow” 
(Milk Cow) submarine tankers, ACE, Condor bombers, Surface 
Raiders, and Admirals Doenitz and Raeder. Also represented are 
Allied Escorts, Air Patrols, Convoys, and various markers. German 
units/markers are blue and red, Allied units are tan and blue, and 
ATA markers are tan. Each u-Boat counter (in the rules, simply 
termed “u-Boat”) represents 4–6 operational u-Boats.

Escort and Air markers represent these allied forces in an abstract 
manner, the higher the number, the more numerous and effective 
the escorts or air patrols. The counter mix is rigid.

2.2 Cards
The deck of 40 cards is used to provide events. Discard after each 
use. Cards should be reshuffled every other turn.

2.3 Map
The map is a representation of the general locations where the 
Battle of the Atlantic was fought. There are seven named Areas on 
the board (e.g. Eastern Seaboard, Newfoundland, North Atlantic, 
Mid- Atlantic, Iceland, Bay of Biscay, and African Coast).

Each area contains several Squares which hold German and 
allied units. There are five Boxes on the board (e.g. HQ, Sub Pens, 
Refueling. and two Condor boxes). All game activity takes place 
inside these areas or boxes. The land masses, named ports, and 
marked convoy routes on the map are included for historical 
information but do not play a part in how the game is played.  
The Allied Technological Advantage (ATA) index is also displayed 
on the map.

2.4 Turns
Each turn of the game represents the activities of one month of 
real time. The game lasts ten turns, from August 1942 to May 1943, 
the decisive period of the Battle of the Atlantic.
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3.0 SETTING UP
Separate the German, Allied, and marker counters from each 
other and keep them off the board in a convenient place. Place 
the Doenitz counter in the HQ box. Place six u-Boat counters in 
the Sub Pens box. Place one Condor counter in each of the two 
Condor boxes. Shuffle the Event cards, and place them face down 
off to one side. Decide which Optional rules (Section 16) are to be 
used. Play is then ready to begin.

4.0 VICTORY CONDITIONS
Victory is won by the German player sinking Allied ships and 
avoiding the establishment of a secure “lifeline” to Britain. The 
more tonnage sunk, the better for the Germans.

The German wins the game by fulfilling three requirements:

•  Preserving the fleet. If, during any turn, one-half or more of 
the u-Boat counters that started the turn are sunk, Kriegsmarine 
morale is broken, the game ends, and the Allies win. Example: 
During the first turn, if three or more u-Boats are sunk the  
Allies win.

•  Preventing a “lifeline” to Britain from being established. 
If there are four Convoy markers on the board at the end of 
any turn, a permanent lifeline to Britain has been established, 
Kriegsmarine morale is broken, the game ends, and the  
Allies win.

•  Sinking Allied ships. The German must sink 600,000 tons for 
three consecutive turns AND average: 400,000+ tons for the 
entire game if there are no Convoy markers on the board at 
the end of the game; OR 450,000+ tons if there is one Convoy 
marker on the board at the end of the game; OR 500,000+ tons if 
there are two or more Convoy markers on the board at the end 
of the game.

The Allies win if the German fails to achieve victory.

5.0 SEQUENCE OF PLAY
Each turn follows this sequence of play:

1. Strategic phase

2. Event phase

3. Allotment & Placement phase

4. Attack & ASW phase

5. Allied Technological Advantage phase

6. U-Boat Production phase

7. Ace Determination phase

8. Convoy Bonus Placement phase

6.0 STRATEGIC PHASE
During the Strategic phase, the German may place the Admiral 
Doenitz counter in either the HQ box or the Sub Pens box. 
If Doenitz is in the HQ box, the Kriegsmarine emphasis is on 
strategic concepts and planning. In game terms, this means that 
production of more u-Boats will be the priority.

If Doenitz is in the Sub Pens box, the Kriegsmarine emphasis is 
on tactical concepts, especially concerning outwitting Allied 
technological and tactical advances. In game terms, if Doenitz is in 
the Sub Pens box, the ATA index will not advance as quickly.

If an Event draw directs the Raeder counter to be placed in the HQ 
box, he may not move thereafter, and can be removed only when 
directed by subsequent events. Doenitz and Raeder may occupy 
the HQ box together.

7.0 EVENT PHASE
Draw the top card from the deck, and implement the Event. If the 
card reads “AND”, implement both Events. If the card reads “OR”, 
you may choose which of the two Events to implement. Discard 
after use. See section XIV for Event card explanations.

The Event must be implemented immediately, unless it is a “Red” 
Event (e.g. Wolfpack Ambush). Red events may only be played 
in certain circumstances (see section XIV). They may be played 
immediately or kept for later.

8.0 ALLOTMENT PLACEMENT PHASE
During this phase, Allied Escorts and Air Patrols, and German 
u-Boats, Condors, and Raiders are placed in areas on the board. 
The exact order of their placement depends upon the current 
Allied Technology Advantage (ATA) index. If the ATA is currently 
0–1, Order A is used. If the ATA is 2–5, Order B is used. If the ATA is 
6+, Order C is used. Record the current ATA index by placing the 
appropriate marker on the ATA display on the map.

The number and location of Escorts and Air Patrols is determined 
by card draws, one draw for each placement type. Placement of 
German units is up to the player. It is to the German’s advantage 
to place u-Boats after the allied units have been placed.

Order A (ATA 0–1):

 1. Escort allotment and placement

 2. Air Patrol allotment and placement

 3. u-Boat, Condor and Raider placement

Order B (ATA 2–5):

 1. Escort allotment and placement

 2. u-Boat, Condor and Raider placement

 3. Air Patrol placement
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Order C (ATA 6+):

 1. u-Boat, Condor and Raider placement

 2. Escort placement

 3. Air Patrol placement

Allied Escort and Air Patrol Procedure: To allot and place 
Escorts, draw the top Event card, and check the Escort section of 
the card. This one card will say how many Escorts each area on the 
board gets this turn. Place the appropriate number of Escorts in 
each of the appropriate areas, as directed. The same procedure is 
followed when allotting and placing Air Patrol for the turn; simply 
draw another card, check the Air Patrol section, and place in areas 
as directed.

Aggressive, Normal, and Shadow Squares: Each individual 
German counter, when placed in an area, must occupy one of 
three squares of that area, namely, the Aggressive, the Normal, or 
the Shadow square. Counters placed in the Aggressive square will 
sink more tonnage, have an increased chance to “scatter” convoys, 
but are easier to eliminate.

Counters placed in the Shadow square will sink less tonnage, are 
well-suited to attacking “scattered” convoys, and are harder to 
eliminate. Counters placed in the Normal square will get results 
midway between the two extremes.

German U-Boats: u-Boats may be placed in any of the 
Aggressive, Normal, or Shadow squares of the seven areas you 
choose, in any combination desired. u-Boats may be placed in any 
area on the board, regardless of their previous location; there are 
no “movement limits” in the game. For example, you may place 
a u-Boat in the African Coast area even if it spent last turn in the 
Iceland area.

German Condors: One Condor may be placed in the Iceland 
area, and one Condor in the Bay of Biscay area. Condors are always 
placed in the Shadow square of an area, and always receive a -2 
die roll modifier on attack rolls. If an Event draw instructs you to 
add a third Condor counter, place it in the Northern Condor box. 
This additional Condor may only attack the Iceland area. Condors 
may not be eliminated.

German Raider: The Raider is not used in the game unless 
Admiral Raeder is in the HQ box. If he is located there, you may 
try and “break out” into the shipping lanes and use the Raider to 
attack shipping in the Iceland area. Roll one die during placement:

 1–3  means the Raider breaks out and is placed in the  
Iceland area;

 4–5  means the Raider does not break out (counter remains  
off board);

 6  means the Raider has been sunk while attempting a 
breakout.

Raiders are always placed in the Normal square of an area.  
A Raider that breaks out may be attacked; see section 9.5 below.  
If the Raider gets sunk, Raeder is immediately removed from the 
HQ box and may not return for the remainder of the game.  

If the Raider breaks out and survives the initial turn in Iceland, 
the following turn(s) it may be placed in any area of the German’s 
choosing thereafter. Only one Raider can be in play at once.

Example of Allotment and Placement: The ATA index is 2, so 
Order B is followed this turn. An Event card is drawn for Escort 
placement; card 34 is drawn, so two Escorts are placed in Bay 
of Biscay, one in Iceland, and three each in North Atlantic and 
Newfoundland. The German decides not to contest the high-
escort areas much, and opts to place his u-Boats as follows:

 one in African Coast (Aggressive)

 one in Eastern Seaboard (Aggressive)

 two in Mid-Atlantic (one Aggressive, one Shadow)

 one in Bay of Biscay (Normal)

 two in Iceland (both Normal)

 and one in North Atlantic (Shadow).

He also places one Condor in Iceland, and one in Bay of Biscay 
(both Shadow). No Raider is present. An Event card is then drawn 
for Air Patrol placement; card 39 is drawn, so two Air factors are 
placed in Bay of Biscay, one in Eastern Seaboard, five in Iceland, 
eight in North Atlantic, and four in Newfoundland.

9.0 ATTACK ASW PHASE
Attacks (signifying u-Boat attacks against allied shipping) and ASW 
(anti-submarine warfare directed against the u-Boats) are now 
resolved. The order that attacks and ASW are resolved depends on 
the current ATA index. It is to the German’s advantage to keep the 
ATA low.

On average, the more u-Boats, Condors, and Raiders in an area, 
the more tonnage will be sunk. The more Escorts and Air Patrols 
present, the more u-Boats will be sunk. There are other factors 
that may be involved, but these are the most important.

Attack & ASW is resolved one area at a time, in any order you wish. 
The order of resolution within each area depends on the current 
ATA index. If the ATA is 0–1, use Order A. If the ATA is 2–5, use  
Order B.

If the ATA is 6+, use Order C.

Note that if a U-Boat is eliminated or driven back to the Sub Pens 
before it has the chance to attack, it cannot attack this turn. 
Therefore, it is to the German’s advantage to resolve his attacks 
before the allies have a chance to destroy or drive away u-Boats.

Order A (ATA 0–1):

 1. German attacks resolved

 2. Escort ASW resolved

 3. Air Patrol ASW resolved
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Order B (ATA 2–5):

 1. Escort ASW resolved

 2. German attacks resolved

 3. Air Patrol ASW resolved

Order C (ATA 6+):

 1. Escort ASW resolved

 2. Air Patrol ASW resolved

 3. German attacks resolved

Procedural Note: Players may resolve attacks/ASW either by area, 
or by side. It does not matter, as long as the proper Order  
is followed. 

Example: Order A is being used. There are attacks/ASW to be 
resolved in Iceland, Bay of Biscay, and North Atlantic. you may 
resolve by area (e.g. resolve German attacks in Iceland, resolve 
ASW in Iceland; resolve German attacks in North Atlantic, resolve 
ASW in North Atlantic; resolve German attacks in Bay of Biscay, 
resolve ASW in Bay of Biscay), or you may resolve by side (e.g. 
resolve German attacks in Bay of Biscay, North Atlantic and 
Iceland; resolve ASW in Bay of Biscay, North Atlantic, and Iceland). 
The important detail is that since Order A is being used, each 
particular German attack in an area must be resolved before that 
area’s ASW.

9.1 Attack Procedure
 9.1.1.  Each u-Boat, Condor, and/or Raider that is present in 

the area may attack. Simply roll one die for each counter 
that attacks, modifying the roll (if necessary), and use 
the appropriate column of the German Attack Table to 
determine how much tonnage is sunk. Modified roll 
results higher than 10 are treated as 10.

 9.1.2.  The maximum tonnage that may be sunk in an area 
in a turn is fixed: 100,000 per area PLuS 10,000 per 
Escort and/or Air factor present in the area that turn 
(Exception: see Convoy Tonnage, below.) Example: There 
are two Escorts and three Air factors in Iceland, so the 
tonnage limit for Iceland is 150,000 this turn; no matter 
how many attack rolls you get this turn, tonnage sunk 
after the initial 150,000 tons is ignored.

9.2  Examples of how to calculate  
German attacks:

 1.  One u-Boat in the Aggressive square of African Coast. This 
u-Boat will have a +2 applied to its attack roll.

 2.  One u-Boat in the Aggressive square, and one in the 
Shadow square of Bay of Biscay. The u-Boat in the 
Aggressive square will have a +2 to its attack roll; the 
modification to the u-Boat in the Shadow square will 
either be -2 (if no Scatter marker is present), or +3 (if a 
Scatter marker is present). The German decides to roll his 
Aggressive u-Boat attack first, since if he can scatter the 

convoy this will benefit the subsequent Shadow roll.

 3.  One u-Boat in the Aggressive square, one in the Normal 
square, and one in the Shadow square of Newfoundland. 
The attack rolls will therefore be: Aggressive u-Boat will 
have a + 2 to its roll; the Normal u-Boat will have no 
modification, unless a Scatter marker is present, when it will 
be a +1; the Shadow u-Boat will have either a -2 or a +3, 
depending on if a Scatter marker is present. The German 
decides to roll the Aggressive attack first then the Normal 
one in an effort to maximize benefits from possible scatter.

Examples of how to resolve German attacks: Let’s say Order C is 
being used, and after allied Escort and Air Patrol ASW has been 
resolved, there are seven u-Boat counters on the board (one each 
in Bay of Biscay (Normal), Mid-Atlantic (Normal). Iceland (Shadow), 
and two each in Newfoundland (Aggressive, Normal), and North 
Atlantic (both Aggressive). There is also one Condor in Iceland, 
and one in Bay of Biscay (both Shadow). No Raiders are present. 
The German resolves Mid-Atlantic first, and roll is a 4 (30,000 tons 
sunk/5 ships).

Next he rolls a 2 in Bay of Biscay (7,500/1 ship); the Condor roll 
does not benefit from the Scatter result, and a 3 (modified to a 
1 because of the Shadow modifier) sinks nothing more. He rolls 
Iceland next: 6 (modified to 4; 30,000/5 ships) for the u-Boat, and 
4 (modified to 2; 7,500/1 ship) for the Condor. In Newfoundland 
he rolls the Aggressive u-Boat first, getting a 2 (modified to a 4), 
sinking 50,000/8 ships and getting a Scatter. The Normal u-Boat 
benefits from the Scatter, and rolls a 6 (modified to 7), and sinks 
125,000/21 ships. (No Convoy marker is in Newfoundland, so 
the “C” result is ignored.) In the North Atlantic, he rolls the first 
Aggressive u-Boat and gets a 1 (modified to a 3), but seeing his 
poor roll plays card 12 (torpedo) and re-rolls a 6 (modified to 8) 
and sinks 150,000/25 ships. The second roll is also a 6 (modified to 
8), but he must settle for 50,000/8 ships since the 200,000 limit for 
the area has been reached. For the turn (month) the German has 
therefore sunk 45,.000 tons/74 ships.

9.3 Escort ASW Procedure
 9.3.1.  Roll one die per Escort present in the area and consult 

the ASW Table to determine if any potential Hits against 
u-Boats occur. If no Escorts are present in the area, do 
not roll.

 9.3.2.  For every Hit result obtained, roll one die on the Hit 
Table to see if a u-Boat is sunk or driven back to the Sub 
Pens box. Implement the result immediately. Record 
results on Tally sheet.

9.4 Air Patrol ASW Procedure
 9.4.1.  Roll one die per Air Patrol factor present in the area and 

consult the ASW Table to determine if any potential Hits 
against u-Boats occur. If no Air Patrol factors are present 
in the area, do not roll.
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 9.4.2.  For every Hit result obtained, roll once on the Hit Table 
to see if a u-Boat is sunk or driven back to the Sub Pens 
box. Implement the result immediately. Record results 
on Tally sheet.

 9.4.3.  Example of ASW resolution: Let’s say that Newfoundland 
ASW is being resolved under Order A. German attack 
rolls come first (from two u-Boats in Aggressive, and 
one in Normal square). There are two Escorts and five Air 
factors present. After the German attacks are resolved, 
Escort ASW is resolved. you will roll twice on the ASW 
Table (once per Escort), with a + 1 drm because there 
are two u-Boats in the Aggressive square (had there 
been three there, the drm would have been +2). A 
roll of 2 (modified to 3) and 6 (modified to 7) result. To 
satisfy the Pens result, the German sends one of the 
Aggressive u-Boats to the Sub Pens box. Air Patrol ASW 
is resolved next. you will roll five times on the ASW Table 
(once per Air factor), with no drm (since there are no 
longer two u-Boats in the Aggressive square). One Hit 
is rolled from the five rolls, so one roll on the Hit Table is 
necessary. A 2 is rolled, and the u-Boat in the Aggressive 
square is sunk.

9.5 Anti-Raider Combat
If the German Raider is in play, after all allied ASW has been 
resolved, you must then immediately determine if the Raider is 
sunk. Procedure: Count up the total number of Escorts and Air 
Patrol factors present in the area containing the Raider, and roll 
one die once per factor (Exception: lf zero Escorts and Air Patrol 
factors present, still roll the die once). A roll of 1 sinks the Raider; 
any other roll has no effect. Remove the Raider permanently if it is 
sunk. The anti-raider rolls are in addition to any previous ASW rolls 
made this turn.

9.6 Anti-Condor Combat
Condors are not attacked or eliminated. They remain in play the 
entire game.

10.0  ALLIED TECHNOLOGICAL  

ADVAnTAGE ATA PHASE
Draw one card, and check the ATA result. If ultra, Huff Duff (HF/
DF), ASW, or Radar appears in the ATA portion of the card, the ATA 
index is immediately raised by one. If the ATA portion is blank, the 
ATA index remains the same. The ATA never drops.

If Doenitz is in the Sub Pens box during the ATA draw and ultra+, 
HF/DF+. ASW+, or Radar+ is drawn, the result is considered “no 
effect”. If he is not in the Sub Pens box the ATA is raised by one.

The game starts with the ATA at zero. The current index affects 
the order that Allotment &, Placement occurs, as well as the order 
of Attacks & ASW. Note that if three Convoy markers are on the 
board at the end of any 1943 turn (first occurrence only), the AIA is 
immediately raised by 3.

11.0 U-BOAT PRODUCTION PHASE
Draw one card, and check the u-Boat Production portion of  
the card.

❏ If it is blank, there are no new u-Boats produced this turn.

❏  If there is one u-Boat symbol, add one new u-Boat counter to 
the Sub Pens box.

❏  If there are two u-Boat symbols, add two new u-Boat counters 
to the Sub Pens box.

❏  If there are three u-Boat symbols, add three new u-Boat 
counters to the Sub Pens box.

In addition, if Doenitz is in the HQ box AND Raeder is not in the 
HQ  box at the time of the draw AND the result is not blank, add 
one u-Boat counter to the result.

Example: A card with two u-Boats is drawn. If Doenitz is in the 
Sub Pens box, add two u-Boats; if Doenitz is in the HQ box, add 
three; if Doenitz and Raeder are in the HQ box, add two. Note that 
Raeder affects u-Boat production only if both he and Doenitz are 
in the HQ box together. Or, if a blank is drawn, you’d add zero; 
even if Doenitz were in the Sub Pens. New u-Boats may be used 
normally. Previously eliminated u-Boat counters may be brought 
back into play via production.

Milch Cow Tankers: During any u-Boat Production phase, you may 
elect to take one Milch Cow tanker counter instead of one u-Boat 
counter you are entitled to. Place the tanker in the Refueling box. 
More than one tanker may occupy this box. Tankers may never 
move, and cannot be eliminated from play. Example: Two u-Boats 
are produced, so you may take two u-Boats, two Tankers, or one 
of each.

12.0 ACE DETERMINATION PHASE
u-Boat captains of special skill became renowned aces in the 
campaign. During this phase, roll one die and see if a new “u-Boat 
Ace” has been created. Only one roll (and thus one Ace) may be 
created per turn.

If an Ace is created, place an Ace marker on any u-Boat of your 
choice. This u-Boat is considered an Ace as long as it survives.

Only one Ace marker may be placed on each u-Boat counter. A 
maximum of four Aces may be created per game. Sunken Aces do 
not return to play. Once four Aces have been created, additional 
Ace creations are ignored.

Effects: Each u-Boat Ace may add 1 to his attack roll each time 
he attacks. During ASW resolution, if an Ace’s u-Boat is sunk, 
immediately roll one die: a roll of 1–4 means it is sunk, but a 5–6 
means it is not sunk, but sent to the Sub Pens box.

Example: 385,000 tons were sunk by u-Boats this turn, so the 
Ace determination roll will have a +3 modifier. A four is rolled 
(modified to a seven), so one Ace is created. The German selects 
u-Boat Counter 5 to be the Ace. u-Boat 5 therefore will have Ace 
status until it is sunk.
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13.0  CONVOY BONUS  

PLACEMENT PHASE
Roll one die, and consult the Bonus Convoy Table. Add two to 
the die roll if the turn is in 1943. Possible Convoy Placement: If a 
PC result is rolled, count up the number of u-Boats/Raiders that 
currently occupy the North Atlantic area (any square), and roll 
another die. If the result is lower than or equal to this number, the 
result is “no effect” and the phase ends. If the result is higher than 
this number, add one Convoy marker to the North Atlantic, and 
the phase ends.

Example: It is the Convoy Bonus Placement phase of the January 
1943 turn. The German placed four u-Boats in the North Atlantic 
area this turn, but one was sunk and one was sent back to the 
Sub Pens box during ASW resolution, leaving two u-Boats in the 
area during the Convoy Bonus Placement phase. A two is rolled 
(modified to a 4 since it is 1943), giving a PC result. The German 
must roll another die. Since there are two u-Boats currently in the 
North Atlantic; on a roll 0/1–2, there will be no effect, but on a roll 
of 3–6, one Convoy marker will be placed in the North Atlantic.

14.0 Clean-up: 
At the end of a turn, all u-Boats remaining on board return to the 
pens. All patrols and escorts are removed from the map (convoys 
remain on the board).

15.0 MISCELLANEOUS RULES
North Atlantic Convoy Markers: Convoy markers are generated by 
the Event deck and the Convoy Bonus Placement phase. They may 
only be placed in the North Atlantic area. Convoy markers have 
an inherent Escort with them; in game terms, treat the Convoy 
marker as if it were a one-factor Escort when conducting ASW 
rolls. Convoys do not move, and remain on the board unless they 
are sunk by u-Boat attacks. If at the end of any 1943 turn, there are 
three Convoy markers on the board, the ATA is immediately raised 
by three (this only applies only the first time it occurs). If, at the 
end of any turn, there are four Convoy markers on the board, the 
Allies automatically win the game.

Sub Pens: u-Boats sent to the Sub Pens box via ASW rolls must 
stay in that box the rest of the turn. They are eligible for “active 
duty” the next turn.

Tally Sheet: Each month of the game, record the tonnage 
sunk, ships sunk, operational u-Boats, and u-Boats sunk at the 
appropriate places.

Tanker Effects: If a tanker is in the Refueling box, the German may 
disregard the first “Pens” ASW result that occurs each turn. (Treat 
as “no effect”.) If two tankers are in the box, you may disregard 
the first two “Pens” ASW results each turn. you are not required to 
accept the tanker’s benefit if you think it is in your best interest 
to refuse it if Doenitz is in the Sub Pens box; the benefit must be 
accepted if he is in the HQ box.

U-Boat Numbers: For the purposes of recording information on 
the Tally Sheet, consider each u-Boat counter to represent five 
u-Boats. Note that the tonnage of an average allied ship sunk is 
taken to be 6,000 tons.

Doenitz Summary: When Doenitz is in the Sub Pens box, ATA 
check followed by a “+” are considered no effect, and you may 
play Red Event cards (see section XIV). When Doenitz is in the HQ 
box, u-Boat production is raised by one (exception: if Raeder is in 
the HQ box too, or the result is blank, u-Boat production remains 
the same).

16.0 EVENT CARDS
The 40 events of the Event cards, and their results, are broken 
down as follows. Note that some event cards employ two of  
these results, and others give you the choice of employing one  
or the other. 

Cards marked in Red may only be played if Doenitz is in the Sub 
Pens box, OR if applied to an individual Ace. Other than these 
restrictions, they may be played anytime. RED event cards may be 
saved and played later (even in conjunction with other RED event 
cards). Discard cards after use.

WOLFPACK TACTICS: +1 to ALL u-Boat attack rolls in one 
selected area this turn.

HAPPY HUNTING: +2 to any ONE u-Boat attack roll this turn in 
the designated area.

NORTH ATLANTIC CONVOY: Place a Convoy marker in the 
North Atlantic area. Note that Convoy markers may only be placed 
in the North Atlantic area.

NORTH ATLANTIC CONVOY IF 1943: As North Atlantic Convoy, 
except no effect if it is 1942.

REDUCED ROUTES: -1 to ALL u-Boat attack rolls in the named 
area this turn.

ADMIRAL RAEDER TO HQ: Place the Raeder counter in the 
HQ box.

B-DiENST: you may re-roll any ONE u-Boat attack roll, OR you 
may re-roll any ONE ASW roll when you play this card. you must 
accept this second roll.

FEDER-APPARATE TORPEDOES: you may re-roll any ONE 
u-Boat attack roll when you play this card. you must accept this 
second roll.

ADD ONE U-BOAT/CONDOR/TANKER: Add one additional 
appropriate counter.

17.0 OPTIONAL RULES
you may utilize any of the following optional rules.

Ultra Defense: The first two ultra ATA results are treated normally. 
After this, ultra results are considered “no effect”, e.g. they do not 
raise the ATA. This rule represents increased German vigilance 
against having their Enigma code broken. 
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Rudeltaktik (Wolfpack Tactics): During any turn, if u-Boats are 
placed in each of the three squares of an area (Aggressive, Normal, 
and Shadow), the German benefits from Rudeltaktik. When German 
attacks are resolved, allow any one surviving u-Boat attack roll to 
be re-rolled. you may then choose which of the two rolls you will 
accept.

Example: Four u-Boats are placed in Iceland (two Aggressive, one 
Normal, one Shadow). Both the Aggressive u-Boats are sunk by 
ASW, but since all three squares were initially occupied by u-Boats, 
the German gets the Rudeltaktik benefit.

German Mines: Roll two dice at the end of every German attack 
phase, and multiple by 1,000, adding this amount to the tonnage 
sunk for the turn (plus one ship per 7,000 tons or fraction thereof ). 
This represents allied tonnage/ships lost due to mines. For example, 
if 325,000 were sunk this turn, and you rolled a 7, you would add 
7,000 tons/1 ship so you would record 332,000 tonnage sunk on 
the tally sheet.

Variable U-Boat Strength: When a u-Boat counter is sunk, roll 
one die to determine exactly how many individual u-Boats were 
eliminated:

 1=3

 2=4

 3–4=5

 5=6

 6= 7

For example, if you lost two u-Boat counters during a turn and 
rolled “3, 5”, you would record 11 u-Boats sunk on the Tally sheet. 
Note that this does not affect play, other than making numbers 
more variable.

Set Tonnage Maximums: Instead of variable tonnage limits, you may 
observe the following limits by area:

 African Coast: 105,000 tons

 Bay of Biscay/Mid-Atlantic: 120,000 tons each

 Eastern Seaboard/Iceland: 150,000 tons each

 Newfoundland: 200,000 tons

The North Atlantic limit is 200,000 tons, plus 50,000 for Convoy 
Tonnage bonus.

Elimination of Condors: When a u-Boat is eliminated due Air Patrol 
ASW, immediately roll one die if there is a Condor present in that 
area. On a roll of 6, a Condor is eliminated in addition to the loss of 
the u-Boat.

Green U-Boat Crews: This option adds some bookkeeping to the 
game. The first turn a u-Boat is in action after being produced, -1 
from its attack roll if Doenitz is in the Sub Pens box, -2 from its attack 
roll if he is in the HQ box. After the first turn, they are treated as 
normal u-Boats.

Aces vs. Convoys: Aces are exempt from the Convoy Tonnage 
sinking limit of one per turn. Example: An Aggressive u-Boat 

obtained a 7 attack roll and sunk a Convoy (50,000/8 ships); an Ace 
does the same that turn, and scores an extra 50,000/8 ships.

Type XXI U-Boat Production: This assumes that the new generation 
of u-Boats became available much earlier than they really did, 
and they are available beginning in 1943. If you use this rule, and 
a u-Boat that was produced in 1943 is sunk, immediately roll one 
die: 1–4 means sunk; 5 means driven back to Pens; and 6 means no 
effect. Otherwise, play continues normally.

Variable Victory Conditions: Set yourself a tonnage target, and 
see if you can reach it. Or, see if you can better your previous best 
performance. This seems to give the best overall game. Or, to 
emphasize the importance of the allied convoy system, you might 
play that the Germans win if there are zero Convoy markers on the 
map at the end of the game, but lose if there are one or more on 
the map at the end of the game.

Play Balance/Handicapping: To aid the Allies, apply an automatic 
-1 drm to all German attacks, signifying increased radar/search 
techniques. To aid the Germans, apply an automatic +1 drm to all 
German u-Boat attack rolls, signifying a breakthrough in torpedo 
design, or allow them to “sink” more than one Convoy marker in a 
turn. A simple handicapping mechanism can be introduced into 
the game to vary the victory conditions. If you wish to make it 
more difficult to win as the Germans, simply reduce the number of 
u-Boats you begin the game with. To make it easier to win as the 
Germans, increase the starting number appropriately.

18.0 SAMPLE TURN
These examples are meant to illustrate how the game is played,  
not necessarily good strategy. We will assume it is the October  
1942 turn.

Strategic Phase: Doenitz is placed in the Sub Pens box. 

Event Phase: Card 2 is drawn and a Convoy marker is placed in 
North Atlantic.

Allotment & Placement Phase: The ATA is 2, so Order B is used. 
Card 14 is drawn for Escort placement and one Escort is placed in 
Eastern Seaboard, and two each in Mid-Atlantic, North Atlantic, and 
Newfoundland. The Germans have nine u-Boats and two Condors 
available. They place one Condor in Iceland and one in Bay of Biscay 
(both in Shadow), two u-Boats in African Coast (both Aggressive), 
one (an Ace) in Eastern Seaboard (Shadow), two in Iceland (one 
Normal, one Shadow), and four in North Atlantic (two Aggressive, 
two Normal). No Raider is on the board. One tanker is in the 
Refueling box. Card 8 is drawn for Air Patrol placement, and two Air 
factors are placed in Bay of Biscay, one in Eastern Seaboard, seven in 
Iceland, five in North Atlantic, and six in Newfoundland.

Attack & ASW Phase: The ATA is 2, so Order B is used. We’ll do 
resolution by “sides”. Escort ASW is resolved first: one roll in Eastern 
Seaboard (roll of3, no effect); two rolls in Mid-Atlantic (no effect 
since no u-Boats present); two in Newfoundland (no effect since no 
u-Boats present); and three in North Atlantic (e.g. two Escorts and 
one Convoy) (the first roll is 4, modified to a 5 since there are two 
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u-Boats in the Aggressive square (no effect); the second roll is a 6 
modified to a 7 (pens) since there are two u-Boats in the Aggressive 
square… the German claims this first Pens result as “no effect” since 
he has a tanker in the Refueling box; the last roll is 5, modified to 6 
(Hit) since there are still two u-Boats in the Aggressive square… on 
the Hit Table a 5 is rolled, and the German decides that a Normal 
u-Boat is sunk.

Next come the German attacks. Iceland: one Condor (3, modified to 
1 since in Shadow) sinks nothing; one Normal u-Boat (4; 30,000/5 
ships); one Shadow u-Boat (4, modified to 2; 7500/1 ship). Bay of 
Biscay: one Condor (5, modified to 3 since in Shadow; 15,000/2 
ships). African Coast: first Aggressive u-Boat (6 modified to 8; 
90,000/15 ships); second Aggressive u-Boat (5, modified to 7; 
100,000 current turn maximum reached when 10,000/2 ships sunk, 
so this result is 10,000/2 ships). Eastern Seaboard: one u-Boat (2, 
modified to 0 because of Shadow, modified to 1 because of Ace; 
nothing sunk). North Atlantic: first Aggressive u-Boat (2, modified 
to 4 because of Aggressive; 50,000/8 ships and Scatter); second 
Aggressive u-Boat (rolls a 2, doesn’t like this roll, and since Doenitz 
is in the Sub Pens box, is allowed to play the Feder-Apparate 
Torpedo Red card he has and re-rolls a 1, modified to 3 because 
of Aggressive; 25,000/4 ships); Normal u-Boat (6, modified to 7 
because of Scatter marker; 1 25,000/2 1 ships plus Convoy marker 
eliminated, and 50,000/8 ships Convoy Tonnage credited). Total 
allied shipping losses this turn: 402,500 tons/66 ships.

Air Patrol ASW is resolved next. Two rolls in Bay 0/ Biscay (no effect 
since no u-Boats present); one in Eastern Seaboard (6; Hit roll of 6 
sinks the u-Boat in the Shadow square, except since this is an Ace, 
he gets a saving throw… he rolls a 5, so is not sunk, but sent to the 
Sub Pens box instead); seven in Iceland (3, no effect; 1 , no effect; 
6, Hit; 3, no effect; 4, no effect; 6, Hit; 2, no effect… the first Hit roll 
is a 1, and the German decides to send the Shadow u-Boat to the 
Sub Pens... the second Hit roll is a 4, sinking the Normal u-Boat); 
six in Newfoundland (no effect since no u-Boats present); five in 
North Atlantic (2 modified to 3 since two u-Boats in Aggressive, no 
effect; 6, modified to 7 since two u-Boats in Aggressive. Pens… one 
Aggressive u-Boat sent to Sub Pens, so no more modification; 5, no 
effect; 1, no effect; 2, no effect. Two u-Boat counters were sunk this 
turn.

Allied Technological Advance Phase: Card 15 is drawn (HF/DF) so 
ATA advances to 3. u-Boat Production Phase: Card 11 is drawn, so 
one new u-Boat counter is placed in the Sub Pens box. (If Doenitz 
were in the HQ box, you would have added two.)

Ace Determination Phase: 402,500 tons were sunk this turn (3 
87,500 by u-Boats), so the German has a +3 to his roll. He rolls a 2, 
modified to a 5, so no effect. 

Convoy Bonus Placement Phase: A 5 is rolled, resulting in PC. 
There are currently two u-Boats in the North Atlantic; another die  
is rolled, resulting in a 3, so one Convoy marker is placed in the 
North Atlantic.

The turn is over. Play continues with the November 1 942 turn.
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19.0 DESIGNERS NOTES
There have been a handful of games produced on the Battle of 
the Atlantic, but no popular ones at this scale or scope. The  
closest to the nature of Atlantic Wolves (AW) is probably  
SPI’ s Wolfpack, but that game is more focused on the actual North 
Atlantic and is more “tactical” in feel, having scenarios that last one 
month each, which is only a single turn in AW. Avalon Hill’s War 
at Sea is more on the complexity level of AW , but, with regard to 
the convoys vs. wolfPacks, much less detailed. A more modem 
offering, Atlantic Storm (also by Avalon Hill) has great convoy vs. 
u-Boat “chrome” and technical information, but is really more of 
a trick-taking card game with a convoy “theme” tacked on to it. 
So, AW is attempting to fill the gap and provide coverage for this 
important WW2 naval campaign.

The design goal with AW was to provide a relatively simple game 
based on the whole of the Atlantic region, not just the Northern 
sector. Operational u-Boats, and the tonnage that they might be 
able to sink, were to be, broadly speaking, realistically generated. 
Important issues of the campaign, such as allied/German 
technological advances, the importance of the Newfoundland-
North Atlantic shipping lane, the variable quantities of allied 
escort and air support, were to be addressed (whether directly,  
or through the Event deck). Less critical factors (such as u-Boat 
Aces, Condors, and Raiders) were to be included if possible. 
Finally, the design was to be a solitaire game, on about the same 
complexity level as War at Sea, that presented the player with  
real strategy options. 

The players operate from the vantage point of Admiral Doenitz. 
While individual u-Boat captains called the tactical shots, Doenitz 
directed the bigger, strategic picture. He was largely responsible 
for planning the tactics to be employed, and deciding on where 
wolfpacks were to prowl. So, too, is the player in AW .

Of course, much of the game’s concepts have been abstracted. 
This is especially true of the Convoy marker rules. The idea 
here is that, a Convoy “in place” in the North Atlantic represents 
much more than a single group of ships. It represents, rather, a 
successful “Convoy system” being put in place. If such a system 
becomes too successful (i.e. four Convoy markers on the board), 
the Germans lose, since that is precisely what they are trying 
to prevent. The location of Doenitz (and Raeder) is equally 
abstracted. Their effects (tactical emphasis vs. strategic emphasis) 
make for some nice decisions in the game. Chrome is added 
through the Event deck and Optional rules.

Victory conditions were hard to translate into game terms. Who 
knows how much tonnage it would have taken to break the back 
of the convoy system and put Britain in extreme peril? The game 
simply tries to show that if the u-Boat fleet is decimated, or if a 
certain level of monthly tonnage is not met, or if a secure Convoy 
lifeline to Britain is established, the Germans (reflecting the 
situation in 1942-43), lose. Sure, that’s a lot for a player to juggle. 
But it does, to an extent, show the situation the Kriegsmarine 
found itself in. As in the real campaign, the game will probably 
be won or lost by events unfolding in the North. Real life results? 
About a 400,000 ton overall monthly average, but with a lifeline 
established. Plan accordingly, have fun, and give it your best shot.

20.0 CREDITS
Game Design: Gary W. Graber
Producer: Jon Compton 
Graphic Design: Paul Stuhlfaut

BONUS CONVOY TABLE
ROLL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Result – – – PC PC PC C C

Key: - = no effect; end of phase.   PC = Possible Convoy marker placement (see below for procedure)   C = add one Convoy marker to North Atlantic; end of phase

ACE CREATION TABLE
ROLL Result

1–6 No Effect

7+ One ACE created

Die roll modifier: +1 per 100,000 tonnage sunk by u -Boats this turn, to a maximum of +4.
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ASW TABLE
ROLL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Result – – – – – Hit Pens Hit Pens Hit
Die roll modifiers: + I for every u-Boat (beyond the first) in area's Aggressive square (max. modifier: +4) +1 for every 3 u-Boats in area' s Normal square

KEy: – = no effect        Hit = roll once on the Hit Table        Pens = one u-Boat (German’s choice) driven back to Sub Pens box

HIT TABLE
ROLL Result

1 one u-Boat driven back to Sub Pens box

2–3 one u-Boat in the Aggressive square is sunk

4–5 one u-Boat in the Aggressive or Normal square is sunk

6 one u-Boat in ANy square (Aggressive Normal or Shadow) is sunk

7 two u-Boats in ANy square (Aggressive Normal or Shadow) are sunk

Die roll modifier: +1 if ATA is 6+

Notes: 1. There is no effect if the result condition is not met e.g. there are zero U-Boats in Aggressive, one in Normal, and one in Shadow, and a 2 is rolled, so the result 
of this Hit is no effect. 2. German may choose which way to fulfill result if more than one way possible; e.g. using the above example, a I is rolled, and the German 
chooses to send the U-Boat in the Shadow square to the Sub Pens box.

GERMAN ATTACK TABLE
African Coast, Bay of Biscay, Eastern 
Seaboard, Iceland, Mid-Atlantic

Newfoundland, North Atlantic

ROLL TONNAGE SHIPS TONNAGE SHIPS ROLL

1 0 0 0 0 1

2** 7,500 1 12,500 2 2**

3 15,000 2 25,000 4 3

4* 30,000 5 50,000 8 4*

5 45,000 7 75,000 12 5

6* 60,000 10 100,000 16 6*

7C 75,000 12 125,000 21 7C

8 90,000 15 150,000 25 8

9 105,000 17 175,000 29 9

10 120,000 20 200,000 33 10
Die roll modifiers (cumulative): 
 if attacking German is in Aggressive square: +2 
 if attacking German is in Normal square and Scatter marker is present: + I 
 if attacking German is in Shadow square and Scatter marker is present: +3 

if attacking German is in Shadow square and Scatter marker is NOT present: -2 
if attacking German is an Ace: + 1 
if Event card played: as per card instructions

KEy: *=  Scatter occurs if attacking German is in Aggressive square;  
PLACE SCATTER MARKER IN AFFECTED AREA (REMOVE AFTER AREA’S ATTACKS RESOLVED)

 **=  Scatter occurs if attacking German is in Aggressive or Normal square;  
PLACE SCATTER MARKER IN AFFECTED AREA (REMOVE AFTER AREA’S ATTACKS RESOLVED) 

 C=  One Convoy marker (if present) eliminated and 50,000 extra Convoy Tonnage credited (8 ships), even if this takes tonnage over 
the normal limit for the turn. Only one “e” result may occur per turn; others are ignored.  
TONNAGE = tonnage sunk 
SHIPS = number of allied ships sunk

Note: Condors, Raiders, and U-Boats in the Aggressive square do not benefit from Scatter results.
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Atlantic Wolves
TALLY SHEET

PERMISSION TO PHOTOCOPY

MONTH TONNAGE  
SUNK

SHIPS  
SUNK

U-BOATS  
OPERATIONAL

U-BOATS  
SUNK

AUGUST 1942

SEPTEMBER 1942

OCTOBER 1942

NOVEMBER 1942

DECEMBER 1942

JANUARY 1943

FEBRUARY 1943

MARCH 1943

APRIL 1943

MAY 1943

TOTALS


